
In this essential roundtable experience, you 
will discover…

How to balance work and home life 
successfully

Ways to view your business with a 
wider lens & growth mindset

How your business can operate & 
thrive without you

That building a more valuable 
company gives you more freedom

How to reclaim your ability to live 
your purpose

For manufacturing company owners and 
executives ready to transform their business so it 

becomes more enjoyable and profitable.

Facilitated Manufacturing Owner/Executive Roundtable: 
This facilitator-led roundtable, which involves 8 to 12 manufacturing business 
owners/executives, provides a confidential forum where participants can 
share challenges, experiences, and thinking around problems unique to 
manufacturer owners/executives — and enhance their capabilities.

This is a confidential peer group environment that is not industry-specific and 
can o�er a broader perspective, support, and insight. One of the things that 
make peer learning so appealing is the just-in-time, on-target feedback. The 
format enhances leadership abilities and improves decision-making.

Format: Monthly meetings to be set on an agreed-upon date and time by the 
participants of each roundtable.

Member Profile: Manufacturing Owner/Executive open to a unique 
development opportunity, willing to commit, engage, contribute, and grow.

Leadership Roundtables are built around their ability to build relationships, 
generate ideas, and share profound, inspiring, impactful, and actionable 
insights to take back with you. All components are focused on the growth of 
the business owner/executive and their business.

Manufacturing Owner/Executive Roundtable

“I often feel that I don’t have control of 
my time, which doesn’t allow me to do 
what I want to do.”

 Your plan for your day pushed & 
crowded out by urgent tasks and 
distractions that spring up

 Shifting from managing interruptions to 
strategically building and growing your 
company

 Creating time & space to bring your 
ideas to life instead of them dying on the 
vine

“I know I should be delegating, but I 
can’t seem to ‘let go’ of the important 
stu�”

 Delegation misguidance: is it really just 
all about “trust” and “letting go”?

 When delegation backfires - will you risk 
it again?

 Critical aspects of delegation: time, level 
of authority, & team development

“I go on vacation, but I can never truly 
get away and actually BE on vacation”

 As a manufacturing owner/executive, 
can you actually be on vacation and truly 
get away from it all?

 Packing everything into your vacation… 
work too

 The disappointment and frustration 
surrounding a really good vacation
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Making Your Business Rewarding, 
Fulfilling & Valuable

Todd Schorer
Business Growth Advisor To The 

Manufacturing Industry

I often feel that I don’t 
have control of my 
time, which doesn’t 
allow me to do what I 
want to do

SESSION 1

I spend most of my 
day putting out fires 
when I should be 
spending my time 
growing the business

SESSION 2

Our customers must 
receive excellent 
customer service & 
a quality product, 
and I have to be 
directly involved 
to be sure they 
get it

SESSION 4

Everything in the 
business seems to 
revolve around me, 
and I’ve got too much 
on my plate

SESSION 3

I wish my team would 
more often think like I 
do, so they could take 
the ball and run with it

SESSION 5
I know I should be 
delegating, but I can’t 
seem to ‘let go’ of the 
important stuff

SESSION 6

Sometimes a key 
customer pulls an 
order or a critical supplier 
misses a delivery 
commitment, putting my 
company in jeopardy

SESSION 7

I go on vacation, but I 
can never truly get 
away and actually BE 
on vacation

SESSION 8

I put a lot of blood, 
sweat and tears Into 
my company and I 
am struggling to feel 
the rewards

SESSION 9

I know deep down that I 
need to be working on my 
business strategically to 
build its value, but getting 
in that headspace is my 
biggest obstacle

SESSION 10


